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English 

In English we have been looking at fantasy   

settings in the Johnny Duddle’s story 

‘Gigantosaurus’. We acted out the story and 

wrote a recount using fantastic sentences. 

 

Maths 

In maths we have been looking at ordering  

numbers, sequencing events and finding 1 or 10 

more or less than a given number. 

 

PE 

The children have loved dancing like a 

Dinosaur. They were great at making heavy 

footed herbivores and light stepped carnivores! 

What are we doing next week..? 
 

Next Week we are looking forward to start-

ing our new topic HEAR US ROAR!! 

 
Our new area of provision will be a wild animal 

habitat full of wild and extinct animals.  

The children can explore settings and make their  

own using all sorts of different materials. 

 

English 

In English we will be looking at comparing two  

different stories, creating our own character 

profile and moving on to designing our own setting!   

 

Maths 

In maths we will be looking at different method 

we can use when adding. We will also be working 

on our number bonds to 10  and using some ICT to 

help us speed up our recall. Reception children will 

explore 2D shapes around the school. 

 

Topic  

 

In topic we will be carrying on looking at how we 

have changed since we were a baby and the 

changes that are going to happen when we get 

older. Can the children bring  a photograph from 

when they were a baby? 

 

In Science we will be designing and carrying out 

our own investigation to see how exercise affects 

our bodies and doing lots of exercises outside. 

 

In Art we will be continuing our Matisse inspired 

pictures. 

In Music we will be focussing on singing and      

performing chants and rhymes and beginning to 

learn some songs for the harvest festival. 

Week beginning 25th September 

 

Monday: Library books  

Tuesday: Forest Schools—Reception  

Wednesday: PE kit, spelling and homework 

books 

Thursday: Flapjack day, bring 50p if you 

would like a drink or flapjack at playtime 

Friday: P.E kit 

Please remember to bring your book bag 

to school with your reading record each 

day. 

This week we  

loved  

sequencing 

events we do 

in school. The 

reception  

children did a  

brilliant job.  


